
 

 

 

Institution Innovation Council 6.0 

Title of the event: Session on Problem Solving and Ideathon Workshop 

Date of the event: 07-11-2023 

Name of the coordinator: Dr. Sree Rama Murthy 

Participants: I st Years of all branches  

Number of participants: 700 

Name of the resource person: Mr. Rohini Kumar  

Name of the Organization: Founder of Enhance42 

Event Link: Offline 

Whether assessment is done: 

(Yes/No) 
Yes 

POs addressed: PO2, PO9, and PO12 

NSRIT is delighted to have organized a one-day workshop as part of IIC 6.0, focusing on Problem 
Solving Skills and Empowering Fearless Coders. We extend our gratitude to Mr. Rohini Kumar 
Barla, the Founder of Enhance42, for his generous support and for igniting the students' enthusiasm. 
His session was truly outstanding, leaving a lasting impact on the over 700 students who gained 
valuable insights from the workshop. 

Key Takeaways: 

Use of Generative AI for Learning: Generative AI tools can enhance learning by creating 
customized educational content, like summaries or practice questions, tailored to a student’s needs. 

Interactive C Program Execution: Tools can provide a hands-on experience by showing learners 
how a C program runs in real-time, allowing them to observe the effects of their code and understand 
it better. 

Sending OTP with a C Program: You can use a C program to generate and send a One-Time 
Password (OTP), which is a code that can be used for authentication purposes. 

Git, GitHub, and Developer Packages: Git is a version control system that helps you track changes 
in your code over time. GitHub is a platform that uses Git and allows multiple developers to work 
together on the same project. GitHub Developer packages offer additional tools and features that can 
help developers in their coding projects. 

The one-day workshop on Problem Solving Skills and Empowering Fearless Coders, organized by 
NSRIT as part of IIC 6.0, was a resounding success. Thanks to Mr. Rohini Kumar Barla, Founder of 
Enhance42, over 700 students gained invaluable insights and enthusiasm, fostering their growth as 
skilled problem solvers and fearless coders. 

 

      

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


